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Abstract

Phylogenomics refers to the inference of historical relationships among species using genome-scale sequence data and to the use of phylogenetic analysis to infer protein function in multigene families. With rapidly decreasing sequencing costs, phylogenomics is becoming synonymous with evolutionary analysis of genome-scale and taxonomically densely sampled data sets. In phylogenetic inference applications, this translates into very large data sets that yield evolutionary and functional inferences with extremely small variances and high statistical confidence (P value). However, reports of highly significant P values are increasing even for contrasting phylogenetic hypotheses depending on the evolutionary model and inference method used, making it difficult to establish true relationships. We argue that the assessment of the robustness of results to biological factors, that may systematically mislead (bias) the outcomes of statistical estimation, will be a key to avoiding incorrect phylogenomic inferences. In fact, there is a need for increased emphasis on the magnitude of differences (effect sizes) in addition to the P values of the statistical test of the null hypothesis. On the other hand, the amount of sequence data available will likely always remain inadequate for some phylogenomic applications, for example, those involving episodic positive selection at individual codon positions and in specific lineages. Again, a focus on effect size and biological relevance, rather than the P value, may be warranted. Here, we present a theoretical overview and discuss practical aspects of the interplay between effect sizes, bias, and P values as it relates to the statistical inference of evolutionary truth in phylogenomics.
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Introduction

Phylogenomics has been specifically defined as the use of phylogenetic methods to predict protein functions via evolutionary analysis of a gene and its homologs (e.g., Eisen et al. 1997; Eisen 1998), an application that traces its roots to the early 1960s when proteins arising from gene duplications were first identified (e.g., Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1965). In molecular systematics, phylogenomics is usually taken to denote the inference of historical relationships among species using genome-scale sequence data (e.g., Delsuc et al. 2005). Uniting these two disparate definitions, phylogenomics is now the molecular phylogenetic analysis of genome-scale data sets for predicting gene function, identifying traces of molecular adaptation, inferring evolutionary patterns of macromolecules, and establishing relationships and divergence times of genes and species.

All phylogenomic analyses are statistical in nature and involve inferring truth about the evolutionary history of sequences either as an intermediate tool or as an end point. Statistical phylogenetics provides a framework for estimating historical patterns, inferring intrinsic parameters of evolutionary processes, and testing hypotheses under the auspices of the neutral theory of molecular evolution (Kimura 1983; Nielsen 2005; Yang 2006; Nei et al. 2010). Statistics affords quantification of the uncertainty in an estimate that is most frequently expressed as the standard error of the estimate and related measures and tests whether an observed effect is expected under a particular model of reality. These tests are necessary because a small data set sampled from a large population (usually assumed to be effectively infinite) may not be representative, a fact that was originally realized in the early 20th century (Fisher 1925; Rao 1989). These methods have been important because the acquisition of data in most biological disciplines is still slow and expensive, which results in rather small data sets. Consequently, the ability to quantify confidence in a measurement or hypothesis based on limited data is fundamental to valid scientific analysis, and the use of P values, quite rightly, is omnipresent in life sciences literature today.

In contrast to these limited sample scenarios, phylogenomics is a field rich in data for drawing historical inferences. Today, it is possible to envision a time when an extensive set of homologous sequences for each gene and genomic segment from a large sampling of living species will become available for many groups. That is, we will have effectively complete, or at least densely sampled, taxonomic sequence data to make functional and evolutionary inferences. So, phylogenomic analysis will frequently involve effectively complete or nearly complete data from genomes and species that can be brought to bear on a specific problem. Although “completeness” is not a statistical property per se, it is becoming important to appreciate it in...
practice because the largest sample sizes possible to test specific hypotheses will ultimately be a reality in phylogenomics.

There are two different common scenarios. On one end, we have the complete genomes of many species for inferring their evolutionary relationships, whereas formerly, we had only a few genes. This quantity of data naturally gives us much reduced errors due to site sampling and estimation, which leads to very high power in the rejection of null hypotheses and high confidence values in establishing phylogenetic patterns (e.g., interior branch length in a tree is equal to zero). On the other end, we may also have “complete” available knowledge of the sequence of a codon across a large number of species within a relevant group when seeking tracks of adaptive evolution at individual codons in ancestral evolutionary lineages (fig. 1). In this kind of functional phylogenomic analysis, we need to estimate the numbers of nonsynonymous (amino acid altering) and synonymous (silent) substitutions over a long-term evolutionary history for a given codon. Because there are only three positions in a codon and the same positions often experience multiple substitutions, the estimates of nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions per site will have large variances. This will afford us only low power in rejecting the null hypothesis of neutral evolution. This testing cannot be made more powerful if no more living species remain to be sampled or if they are uninformative on this point, as even the data from all species extant today constitute only an extremely sparse sample of all possible evolutionary trajectories. This limitation may not exist in detecting signatures of recent adaptive events within contemporary populations because they often consist of a large number of individuals and the population is continuously changing. This will lead to a very large data sets and powerful tests of selection (see reviews in Nielsen et al. 2007; Pool et al. 2010).

These realities of contemporary and emerging data sets are prompting biologists to carefully consider the biological importance of $P$ values, as we move from analysis of a few genes to genome-scale data and also as we focus on tracking adaptive history of individual positions, codons, and segments in genomes. Needless to say, it is always important to establish statistical significance of any reported effect. However, statistical significance by itself need not be the only guide in phylogenomics, as there is a growing need to pay special attention to model assumptions and effect sizes. Effect size, in essence, is simply the relative (percentage) or absolute magnitude of difference observed between measurements. Effect sizes naturally relate directly to physical reality (truth), whereas $P$ values are about our confidence in rejecting a null hypothesis. Because extremely significant $P$ values can be obtained for very small effect sizes from very large data sets, the consideration and interpretation of effect sizes are becoming increasingly important for biology. For example, consider two large population samples of organisms that differ in mean weight by 0.01%. This difference is not likely to be biologically significant, though if the sample sizes are large enough, it well may be statistically so. Here, we emphasize the distinction between these two completely different notions (See also, Good 1992; Benjamini et al. 2001; Fidler et al. 2006; Gelman and Stern 2006; Hubbard and Armstrong 2006; Armstrong 2007; Nakagawa and Cuthill 2007; Porter 2008; Strimmer 2008; Ziliak and McCloskey 2008; Läärä 2009).

In the following sections, we explore the implications of the completeness of phylogenomic data sets, small and
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**Fig. 1.** Anatomies of three types of phylogenomic data are discussed. (A) Genome-scale sequences for inferring evolutionary history of species, (B) a data set for tracing adaptive evolution for an individual codon, and (C) a multigene family sequence alignment for molecular phylogenetic analysis of gene duplications.
large, for navigating between the twin hazards of bias on one hand and lack of statistical power on the other and how these relate to accurate inference. Our discussions and examples here focus primarily on inferences drawn using a frequentist approach to statistics because of its widespread usage in phylogenomics studies, but we also discuss newer techniques that are being developed under modern statistical frameworks, including the Bayesian methods. Although our examples draw from phylogenomics research in animals, the discussion presented applies to other eukaryotes as well as to prokaryotes.

**Statistical P values from the Analysis of Complete Data**

Availability of genome sequences from all species in a group means that we have all of the available data on all observable differences to infer patterns of speciation and adaptation, if we assume negligible effect of within-species population variation (and horizontal gene transfer [HGT] events) on long-term historical patterns. This is a great boon to biologists because we are interested in understanding patterns and processes that gave rise to the contemporary diversity. However, when testing null hypotheses using genomic-scale data, P values from many commonly used statistical tests can be extremely low (highly significant). This is because P values from statistical tests provide guidance on whether the observed deviation from the expectation may be explained by chance alone. As we sample more and more of the data, the test becomes more powerful in rejecting the null hypothesis, even if only small deviations persist. Although the null hypothesis may be rejected with a highly significant P value for one set of assumptions for a given data set, both the effect size and the conclusion may change substantially when changes are made to the assumed model.

For example, an exome-scale squared correlation coefficient ($r^2$) of 0.1 between the $\omega$ (nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rate ratio) and the number of synonymous substitutions per site was a matter of extensive analysis and interest because it was incredibly significant statistically ($P < 10^{-68}$) (Wyckoff et al. 2005). The correlation (effect size) is very small in this case, and it may be caused by unknown confounding factors or biases when estimating evolutionary distances (fig. 2) because a substitution model is needed to convert observed differences among sequences into the actual number of substitutions during the evolutionary history to account for multiple hits at the same site (reviewed in Yang 2006).

Indeed, a reanalysis of Wyckoff’s data revealed that the observed correlation is not robust to the choice of model and the method of analysis (Li et al. 2009). Therefore, our enhanced ability to detect even the smallest correlations when using genome-scale data is hampered by a greater role of bias caused by the use of imperfect models. This is demonstrated by a simple example in figure 2, where estimates of evolutionary distances are obtained under a Jukes–Cantor (JC) model (Jukes and Cantor 1969). Pairs of DNA sequences with varying length (100 to 10,000 bp) with an evolutionary distance of 0.7 substitutions per site were generated according to a general time reversible (GTR) model (Lanave et al. 1984; Tavare 1986). For each sequence length, 1,000 sequence pairs were generated and estimates plotted. JC distances for different sequence pairs show a wide distribution
because of random effects for short sequence lengths (100 bp). Even though the JC distance underestimates the true distance by 11% (0.62 vs. 0.70 substitutions per site), the distribution of JC distances contains the true distance (fig. 2). Furthermore, P value of the difference between the true and the estimated distance is not significant (two-sided Z-test at a 5% significance level) for 82% pairs of sequences of 100 bp each. Therefore, the null hypothesis will not be rejected for these. However, with an increase in sequence length, the distribution of JC distances narrows tremendously. For the case of length-10,000 sequences, the P value of the difference between the true and the estimated distance is significant at a 5% level for all sequence pairs, and all differences are significant at a 0.1% level for 100,000 bp sequences. The expected bias of 0.08 in the JC distance estimates is now much larger than the estimation variance, which reduces by a factor of 100 when using the 10,000 bp long sequences. This means that the abundance of data is allowing incorrect inferences to be assigned high significance when the nucleotide substitution model is incorrect. Therefore, in our opinion, it is better to place greater emphasis on the effect size and the robustness of the observed effect for a variety of models rather than on the P value associated with any particular genome-scale data analysis outcome. In general, high statistical significance in the presence of bias is not indicative of large effect size or biological importance of the result.

Multigene Family Phylogenetics

In contrast to the above situation with genome-wide estimates of biological quantities, limits on reported significance are experienced when we infer the evolutionary history of sequences in multigene families containing duplicated genes. The essential problem is that phylogenetic data available within a single locus is quite limited for most genes. A widely used practice in the field is to use a bootstrap test to determine the robustness of the phylogenetic tree inferred from an alignment of homologous sequences (Felsenstein 1985). Although the bootstrap support value has no simple frequentist interpretation as a probability, a bootstrap support of ≥95% is often considered to be roughly equivalent to the classical hypothesis-testing P value ≤ 0.05 (Efron et al. 1996).

In multigene family trees, rather low bootstrap support values are invariably encountered for many critical parts of the inferred phylogenetic tree, particularly those corresponding to gene duplication events. For example, the bootstrap support in the phylogenetic analysis of developmentally important genes is much less than 95% for a vast majority of gene duplications (e.g., Zhang and Nei 1996; Hughes et al. 2001; Nam et al. 2003). This places biologists in a quandary about whether to use or not to use branching patterns with low bootstrap support values when making biological interpretations. Because the lengths of the protein and DNA sequences are constrained in multigene family alignments, it is impossible to reduce the variance of the estimate and make the (bootstrap) statistical test more powerful.

Therefore, biologists will need to use the final estimates in drawing biological inference as long as the inferences are robust to the assumptions of substitution models and the phylogenetic method used, once all living species or species groups have been sequenced. Because many gene duplication events have produced orthologs in many species, it is possible in multigene phylogenetics to avoid including sequences (or species) that have evolved with unusual patterns of substitution or faster rates in order to generate consensus inferences. Such methods have been studied in the context of phylogenetic inference of species histories (e.g., Felsenstein 1988; Aguiñaldo et al. 1997; Hassanin 2006), but they have remained relatively unexplored for the special case of multigene family phylogenetics.

Increasingly, Bayesian methods for phylogenetic inference and related estimation have emerged as alternatives to the bootstrap resampling approaches, especially when the bootstrap probabilities are low (See Yang 2005; Ronquist and Deans 2009 for reviews). And, it has become natural to use posterior probabilities (PPs) to assess confidence in the inferred phylogenies. PPs are estimates of the probability that a hypothesis is true given a data set and are explicitly based on assumptions about the prior distribution for that hypothesis. To distinguish from traditional P values, they are referred to as credibility values. Thus, they are not strictly comparable to bootstrap support but are often used for similar purposes. PP, for example, tends to be higher in value than bootstrap support. They are known to be sensitive to model violation, which may lead to inflated and high credibility values for contradictory inferences, a problem for which priors that reduce this effect have begun to emerge (Yang and Rannala 2005; Yang 2008). Bootstrap values, on the other hand, are not classical test probabilities in phylogenetics and are often considered conservative (Buckley 2002; Suzuki et al. 2002; Waddell et al. 2002; Alfaro et al. 2003; Douady et al. 2003; Erixon et al. 2003; Huelsenbeck and Rannala 2004; Lemmon and Moriarty 2004).

Empirical analysis and computer simulations have now shown that PPs are close to the bootstrap support value when the latter is very high (Hillis and Bull 1993; Cummings et al. 2003; Erixon et al. 2003; Misawa and Nei 2003). Otherwise, PPs are thought to produce liberal estimates of confidence in results (Suzuki et al. 2002; Mar et al. 2005; Wrobel 2008). Bootstrapped PPs have been suggested as a hybrid alternative in which both ordinary Bayesian analysis and resampling are combined (e.g., Waddell et al. 2002; Douady et al. 2003). Recently, more advanced approximate maximum likelihood (ML) measures of branch support have been proposed that work efficiently on large data sets and combine frequentist and Bayesian frameworks (Anisimova et al. 2011). At a genomic scale, some promising Bayesian methodologies are becoming available to improve phylogenetic accuracy by inferring species and gene family trees simultaneously in a unified framework that models gene duplications and losses, gene- and species-specific rate variation, and sequence substitution simultaneously (e.g., Rasmussen and Kells 2010).
Codon-Based Models for Diversifying and Directional Selection

Selection is another key property describing the evolutionary process and a major focus of phylogenomics investigations. Using statistical methods in evolutionary genetics, researchers frequently evaluate the strength of selection operating on individual codons over particular branches or regions of a phylogenetic tree (Anisimova and Kosiol 2009; Delport et al. 2009). The common approach is to estimate the rates of synonymous ($d_S$ or $K_S$) and nonsynonymous ($d_N$ or $K_N$) substitutions per site and compare them using a statistical test, typically using counting, ML, or Bayesian approaches (e.g., Nielsen and Yang 1998; Suzuki and Gojobori 1999; Nielsen and Hulsenebeck 2002). Making a further assumption that synonymous substitutions are selectively neutral, one statistically tests the ratio ($\omega$) of these two rates at a codon or along an evolutionary lineage to infer adaptive or purifying selection (Hughes and Friedman 2008; Fletcher and Yang 2010). This approach has been applied in the analyses of individual genes, members of gene families, and in genome-wide scans (Zhang et al. 1998; Enard et al. 2002; Wong et al. 2004; Nielsen et al. 2005). Biological considerations suggest that $\omega$ should be a function of both the particular codon in the alignment and the branch in the phylogenetic tree—there is no a priori reason to believe that selective forces will affect any two sites or any two branches in exactly same way. However, a model that assigns a separate $\omega$ (ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous rates) for each branch-site pair contains approximately twice as many parameters as the sample size (Posada 2008; Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2011) and is statistically untenable.

The simplest and early published approach is to estimate a single $\omega$ from all sites and branches jointly (e.g., Goldman and Yang 1994; Muse and Gaut 1994) and obtain the average value for the gene. Unless only a few sequences ($\leq 5$) are available (Nielsen 2005), this model is too simplistic because selective pressures vary both across sites and lineages. For larger samples, there are many approaches that have been designed to estimate $\omega$ for every site (Nielsen and Yang 1998; Suzuki and Gojobori 1999; Kosakovsky Pond and Frost 2005; Massingham and Goldman 2005), with similar power and accuracy for alignments of sufficient divergence with 30 or more sequences (Kosakovsky Pond and Frost 2005). This can be either done directly by using a fixed effects type of statistical model (Kosakovsky Pond and Muse 2005; Massingham and Goldman 2005) or indirectly by fitting a discrete distribution of $\omega$ rates (random effects models) and then assigning each site to a particular class using a full or approximate Bayesian techniques (Yang et al. 2005; Hulsenebeck et al. 2006).

Such models have been used quite successfully in identifying sites subject to strong diversifying selective pressures (Sawyer et al. 2004; Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2006), but the effective sample size from which site-wise $\omega$ is derived is limited by the number of sequences in the alignment. More critically, if selective pressures fluctuate along the phylogenetic trees (as would be the case for selective sweeps followed by fixation), the assumption of temporally constant $\omega$ that site-wise models must make in order to gain power is violated. This has been partially remedied by developing models that seek evidence of such episodic selection, either directional (Seoighe et al. 2007; Delport et al. 2008; Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2008) or diversifying (Pupko and Galtier 2002; Guindon et al. 2004; Anisimova and Yang 2007; Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2011).

However, it may be impossible to identify rapid bursts of selection that influence only a few sites because the statistical basis of such inference will be limited to a few realizations of the evolutionary process (one or a few codons along a few lineages), and it is not clear how to increase the size of the sample by species-level sequencing. Two recent studies demonstrate that episodic diversifying selection can be identified but only if a sufficient number of sites (e.g., $10$–15% for a typical gene) are affected by it and the size of the effect is large (e.g., $\omega = 4$) (Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2011; Yang and dos Reis 2011). This is indeed a very high bar to reach for individual positions.

Many of the standard modeling assumptions are likely to be false and will need to be relaxed in order to improve the power and accuracy of codon-based tests of selection. The assumptions that synonymous substitutions rates do not vary across a gene and are selectively neutral appear to be false, due to CpG hypermutability (e.g., mammals and plants), codon usage bias, and purifying selection against certain synonymous substitutions in humans, other mammals, and microbes (e.g., Suzuki and Gojobori 1999; Subramanian and Kumar 2003, 2006; Tamura, Subramanian, et al. 2004; Chamy and Hurst 2005; Kondrashov et al. 2006; Filipski et al. 2007; Mayrose et al. 2007; Resch et al. 2007; Gaffney and Keightley 2008; Ke et al. 2008; Lind et al. 2010; Ratnakumar et al. 2010). These effects can even appear in unexpected places, such as selection against CpG dinucleotides that has been observed in avian influenza viruses as they adapt to mammalian hosts (Jimenez-Baranda et al. 2011). Such effects can be partially overcome by incorporating synonymous rate variation or selection into the models (Kosakovsky Pond and Frost 2005; Yang and Nielsen 2008; Suzuki et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2010). Also, $\omega$-based methods can only measure substitution rates averaged over all possible amino acid residues; such models are gross under simplifications of the biological process, but work is underway to remedy this shortcoming (Doron-Faigenboim and Pupko 2007; Conant and Stadler 2009; Delport et al. 2010; Rodriguez et al. 2010).

Some of these issues can be circumvented by using codon-based models to define evolutionary metrics that extend standard genetic distances and compare the evolutionary process among nonhomologous genes (Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2010). Such approaches do not rely on $P$ values of a specific test to decide if two genes are similar or dissimilar, which is fraught with issues of effect and sample size, but rather compare entire distributions of substitution rates between genes to measure how far apart their “selective” histories are. With such
developments, statistical analysis of synonymous and nonsynonymous rates of change in individual codons and genes is becoming increasingly more useful for identifying codons within genes and genes in the genome that are “likely candidates” for adaptive change and prioritizing them for experimental validation, as the latter is necessary to test the statistical predictions. In most practical settings, scientists are using such comparative analysis of genomic data to generate biological hypotheses and narrowing down possibilities for test in the laboratory, without which the number of genes and positions are too large to tackle (Yang et al. 2009). Of course, the use of such procedures does not guarantee that all (or any) adaptively important genes or positions will get a high priority, and many challenges remain about the best practices in the use of available data and techniques and the validity of the associated conclusions (e.g., Yokoyama et al. 2008; Nozawa et al. 2009a, 2009b; Yang et al. 2009; Nei et al. 2010; Yang and dos Reis 2011). As mentioned earlier, such limitation would likely be overcome for detecting adaptive events within living populations with the fast accumulation of resequencing data that is increasing the number of synonymous and nonsynonymous variants observed (see reviews in Nielsen et al. 2007; Pool et al. 2010).

Genome-Scale Inference of Species Trees

Contrary to the plight of multigene family phylogenetics and codon-based tests of selection wherein the numbers of sites in the alignment are strictly limited, the evolutionary relationships of species can be inferred with increasingly longer sequences. Even though the process of HGT and other types of genome mixing may have obscured phylogenetic signals from the earliest diverging lineages in the tree of life (e.g., Doolittle 1999; Brown 2003; Philippe and Douady 2003; Lake and Rivera 2004; Ge et al. 2005; Gribaldo et al. 2010; Philippe et al. 2011), the possibility of definitely resolving the evolutionary relationships of major groups of species has greatly excited biologists (e.g., Rokas, Williams, et al. 2003; Zardoya and Suarez 2008; Genome 2009; Koonin et al. 2011). The reason for biologists’ enthusiasm regarding phylogenomics is easy to illustrate using the available data from major groups of mammals (fig. 3).

Two ML trees derived from 1,000 bp long alignments lack statistical resolution, despite the fact that each alignment contains a minimal number of insertions and deletions for mammalian noncoding sequence data (fig. 3A). The two trees differ topologically from each other in 22 places and from the accepted tree of mammals in 11 places.

Even though the consensus tree derived from individual trees of 992 noncoding sequence alignments is consistent with our current understanding of mammalian phylogeny (fig. 3B), the percentage of individual genomic-segment trees in which each clade was inferred is very low; only five partitions were recovered in more than 70% of the gene trees. Such results have also been observed in computer simulations modeled after mammalian gene evolution (e.g., Gadagkar et al. 2005). For many decades, such deficits of resolution were major sources of controversy; authors obtained different trees from varying data sets over time due to gene sampling errors (e.g., Castresana 2007; Huerta-Cepas et al. 2007). This problem is resolved by a genome-scale alignment of these data, which yields a phylogenetic tree with extremely high bootstrap support (fig. 4, base tree).

Does this mean that we now have a philosopher’s stone in genome-wide alignments that will eventually reveal the true tree? In the current case, answering this question requires the assessment of whether the statistically significant inferences from one type of phylogenomic data are supported when using the other types of phylogenomic data (robustness of inference to data type sampled). Sequence alignments of thousands of protein-coding genes (from analyses of 250,221 coding nucleotide sites) are available for such a cross-validation experiment for figure 3 because the evolutionary history of coding and noncoding DNA is the same, assuming that orthology relationships are correctly inferred. In this case, one would expect the phylogenomic analysis of protein sequences and of different codon positions (first, second, and third) to yield the same evolutionary relationships. Indeed, a vast majority of phylogenetic groupings fall into this category. However, we found a few important differences, such as the position of the Afrotheria + Xenarthra clade (tenrec, elephant, hyrax, armadillo, and sloth) and the relative positioning of each of the Chiroptera, Artiodactyla, Perissodactyla, and Carnivora clades (fig. 4). Fortunately, these alternative resolutions of the tree are usually associated with relatively low bootstrap support (Nishihara et al. 2007; Wildman et al. 2007; Prasad et al. 2008). Still, bootstrap support is not always an accurate guide: Nishihara et al. (2007) obtained conflicting well-supported results for alternative eutherian trees depending on whether a concatenation- or separate-gene analysis strategy was used. Gadagkar et al. (2005) found such a problem with concatenation data analysis even for simulated data sets where there were no confounding factors or alignment biases and the correct substitution model was used.

It is now well appreciated that phylogenetic analysis of a concatenated alignment of genes can sometimes produce anomalously high levels of bootstrap support (e.g., Gadagkar et al. 2005; Seo 2008). Gadagkar et al. (2005) have advocated the reporting of consensus trees from individual genes (or genomic segments) to convey the presence of significant alternative phylogenetic signal. Conflicting high levels of support for alternative teleost phylogenies have been attributed to difficulties in alignment of noncoding regions (Negrisoló et al. 2010). In Bayesian analysis, methods are available to apply different models to different partitions, but identifying or confirming optimal partitions is sometimes problematic, and individual genes may still yield conflicting phylogenetic signal (Rokas, King, et al. 2003; Nylander et al. 2004; Brandley et al. 2005; Brown and Lemmon 2007). Substitution saturation and rate variation over time can also obfuscate phylogenetic signal and render data sets of little use (Penny et al. 2001; Mossel 2003). For example,
Song et al. (2010) analyzed the inconsistent, but well-supported, phylogenomic trees from beetle mitochondrial data using several methods of inference and concluded that the problem was caused by failure to correctly model compositional heterogeneity and among-site rate variation.

Certainly, many phylogenomic investigations have yielded contrasting results. For example, the relative position of nematodes, arthropods, and chordates in the animal tree...
has been highly controversial. Traditionally, chordates have been joined with arthropods into a Coelomata clade that excludes nematodes. Although protein sequence alignments supported this view, 18S ribosomal RNA studies supported a clade of molting animals (Ecdysozoa) in which nematodes and arthropods were more closely related to each other, to the exclusion of Chordates (Aguinaldo et al. 1997). More extensive genomic studies during the last decade seemed to favor the classical Coelomata hypothesis. However, these results have been questioned because the inclusion of the fast-evolving representative nematode (*Caenorhabditis elegans*) is thought to bias the phylogenetic inference (see an overview in Telford et al. 2008). Subsequent genomic-scale analyses reject the Coelomata hypothesis by attributing previous findings to inadequate choice of outgroups (Holton and Pisani 2010). Other examples of opposing statistical support include the phylogenetic position of myzostomids (parasitic organisms typically found on echinoderms), whose placement in the metazoan tree by use of 77 ribosomal proteins is strongly rejected by mitochondrial sequence data (Bleidorn et al. 2009).

In general, organellar genomes (e.g., mitochondrial, chloroplast, and plastid) have been widely used in phylogenetics for several reasons, including faster evolutionary rates of mitochondrial genes than nuclear genes (e.g., in mammals) and historical ease of sequencing their complete genomes due to relatively smaller sequence lengths. However, major discordances between nuclear and mitochondrial trees have been seen in the phylogenetic analysis of vertebrate proteins. The head-to-tail concatenation of all the protein-coding sequences in the mitochondrial genomes of 11 vertebrates rooted using an outgroup (lampreys or sea urchins) suggests, with high statistical confidence, that all mammals form a sister group to other vertebrates, including chicken, frog, and bony fish (Takezaki and Gojobori 1999). This inference is not generated by an analysis of nuclear DNA (e.g., Venkatesh et al. 2001). Many other examples have been cited, including cases where complete mitochondrial genomes lead to inference of incorrect trees with high confidence (Naylor and Brown 1998; Springer et al. 2001; Ballard and Whitlock 2004; Wahlberg et al. 2009). The lesson here is that genome-scale data do not always lead to a more correct (or consistent) picture of the evolutionary history of species. Sometimes, there is a need for the sampling of alternative species representatives or the use of alternative...
molecular characters, such as SINES (Shedlock et al. 2004) and location of introns (Krauss et al. 2008).

Although the deep branching in the tree of mammals and the Ecdysozoa/Coelomata controversies are two of many phylogenetic controversies in phylogenomics today, it is important to emphasize that most questions of molecular phylogeny do not present such problems. Such inquiries either correspond fairly well with earlier estimates from morphological data or they have been satisfactorily resolved by taking a phylogenomic approach (e.g., Springer et al. 2004). Nevertheless, persistent unresolved questions remain, and many of these are turning out to be difficult problems, a circumstance that is not clearly due to lack of data so much as the lack of adequate phylogenetic signal in the data (e.g., Soltis et al. 2004; Rokas and Chatzimanolis 2008).

Phylogenetic signal is a direct function of the length of the branch (in units of the expected number of substitutions per site) that defines the evolutionary relationship. Whenever two nodes are separated by a short branch, they become prime candidates for producing resolution inconsistencies when using different large-scale data sets, yet (in many cases) with very high bootstrap confidence. A high bootstrap confidence for multiple contrasting resolutions indicates that statistical bias is influencing the outcome because it is never possible to completely model and incorporate all parameters needed to describe an evolutionary process. Phylogeneticists refer to this bias as “systematic error” (Swoford et al. 1996), which has existed in all phylogenetic analyses to some extent, though it has been rather small compared with the sampling variance that is due to the finite length of sequence alignments in the past. For genome-scale data sets, the site-sampling variance reduces to virtually zero. In contrast, the systematic error does not appear to be reduced (and may even increase) with the increasing size of data sets and the antiquity of the species included, so it becomes the central determinant of statistical support. Although the ordinary phylogenetic bootstrap support estimation is expected to be unbiased (Efron et al. 1996), all statistical estimates of confidence (including the bootstrap test) are based on the assumption that the data are well described by the assumed models and that the sites are identically distributed and independent. Bias will occur when the models used for analyses are underparameterized (e.g., Erixon et al. 2003).

Bias in Phylogenomic Analyses
Bias is introduced in phylogenomics because statistical analyses require a model of sequence evolution, which can only approximate the true, but unknown, evolutionary process. In modeling evolutionary processes, we implicitly assume that positions and lineages are homogeneous in terms of their evolutionary patterns (mentioned below). However, each site and lineage may have evolved under unique evolutionary forces, some having more or less random and independent effects, others systematic and correlated. Natural selection varies over time depending upon the organism’s environment, and it may involve correlated changes at different sites. Similarly, the pattern of mutation is not the same in all lineages and in all sites nor may we assume that its effects are linear and additive so that averaging accurately reflects the total effect. Having large data sets allows us to reduce sampling error but at the same time increases the probability that the basic assumption of homogeneity across sites and evolutionary time will be violated. Consequently, the traditional and highly desirable property of statistical estimations, where deviations cancel with increasing data set size, is overwhelmed by the bias introduced by violations of the underlying assumptions in phylogenomic inference. This problem persists despite the fact that statistical phylogenetics has advanced greatly in sophistication and enables the scientists to utilize complex evolutionary models for substitution probabilities, incorporate across-site rate variation, look for the presence of heterotachy due to differences in relative rate among lineages of different genes, and incorporate compositional heterogeneity among lineages (e.g., Shoemaker and Fitch 1989; Galtier and Gouy 1995; Yang 1996; Tamura and Kumar 2002; Kolaczkowski and Thornton 2004; Kumar and Filipski 2007; Rannala and Yang 2008). In fact, all methods of phylogenetic inference have their own inherent biases that can produce highly supported but erroneous results, even when the data have evolved with identical patterns (Gadagkar et al. 2005; Xia 2006; Susko 2008).

Because the pattern of nucleotide substitution is expected to vary among sites, partitioned analyses are carried out where different genomic segments and/or codon positions are allowed to have their own pattern (reviewed in Rannala and Yang 2008). The genome-scale data set is partitioned in different categories, and the ML trees are optimized accordingly, making it possible to relax the homogeneity across sites assumption. However, not all sites within each category have evolved with the same pattern because, for example, not all third codon positions are equivalent—they differ in their levels of codon degeneracy (0-, 2-, and 4-fold) as well as the type of degeneracy (purine vs. pyrimidine degeneracy). This means that a large number of site categories would need to be introduced upon a priori in order to avoid bias. Of course, it is not always possible to determine these categories, except those that are easily presented by molecular biological considerations (e.g., codon positions, genes, and degeneracy of the genetic code). Furthermore, once conflicting subsets of sites, or mosaic genomes, are determined, it is not necessarily clear how to account for the differences (Evans et al. 2010; Hallström and Janke 2010).

Even when subdividing the data set into homogeneous site collections, scientists frequently assume that the (expected) relative branch lengths in the true tree are the same across data partitions. Violation of this assumption can lead to the heterotachy problem (Lopez et al. 2002), which is known to mislead phylogenetic inference, especially when the interior branch length is short (Kolaczkowski and Thornton 2004; Gadagkar and Kumar 2005; Philippe et al. 2005). Such a detrimental effect of heterotachy may be decreased by optimizing branch lengths for each site partition independently (Kolaczkowski and Thornton 2008).
Sophisticated tests of how well a model fits a data set sometimes reveal a poor fit of real or simulated sequence data to an inferred tree (Bollback 2002; White et al. 2007). We know that, in many cases, underparameterization leads to underestimates of distances (Nei and Kumar 2000), but it is unclear how that affects phylogenetic reconstruction. In general, the science of understanding how model violations affect the accuracy of estimates of genome-scale trees is in its infancy (Ripplinger and Sullivan 2010). We do not yet have reliable and comprehensive ways of detecting or measuring different kinds of model violations in empirical data. When the interior branch lengths are not very short, the bias introduced by the use of approximate (albeit sophisticated) models to describe biological complexity does not severely affect the result enough to mislead us. And, the availability of large numbers of sequences and sites decreases the sampling error and provides a way to infer evolutionary relationships with high statistical support and accuracy.

However, high statistical significance for very short branches due to low site-sampling errors is a cause for suspicion of undetected sources of bias. One way to avoid bias caused by concatenation of heterogeneous data subsets is to use methods that enable us to group sites with similar substitution patterns together and then conduct analyses that model each partition individually (e.g., Shapiro et al. 2006; Bofkin and Goldman 2007; Rannala and Yang 2008). Of course, it is possible that we would get contradictory high confidence resolutions for different data sets, even with the most sophisticated models and conforming data. In such instances, because of closely spaced speciation events, there simply may not be enough of a phylogenetic signal in the genomes to resolve the evolutionary relationships! If we already are using a complete data set of a certain type, then barring development of better models, we need to look for alternative types of data to resolve the branching patterns.

Accurate determination of orthology is another important issue in phylogenomics for animals, plants, and microbes. This is particularly so in the latter, as microbial genomes undergo HGT and recombination extensively. In this case, a single genomic alignment is actually a mixture of multiple alternative phylogenies, and the genome phylogeny is not classical tree-like. This feature constrains the number of vertically inherited genes available to be small when large number of species are included, with increasing the number of genes requiring decreases in the taxon sampled (e.g., Ciccarelli et al. 2006; Pisani et al. 2007). Of the thousands of genes present in most bacterial species, for example, only a very small subset (numbering less than 50) is considered at the core of species phylogeny reconstruction (Charlebois and Doolittle 2004; Koonin and Wolf 2009). On the other hand, consensus tree methods (e.g., supertrees) enable the use of large numbers of genes for few species, often combining partially overlapping trees obtained with as few as four taxa. The problem then becomes how to tell whether alternative phylogenies that are detected from these reduced data sets reflect actual gene histories or simply artifact and bias (Bapteste et al. 2005; Comas et al. 2007; Ané 2011; Blair and Murphy 2011). With horizontally transferred genes estimated to be up to 60% of a genome depending on the species included in the analyses and the methods used to identify the horizontal transfer (Dagan and Martin 2006), the very concept of species is being questioned with no simple answer in sight for species that show high frequency of HGT (reviewed in Doolittle and Zhaxybayeva 2009; Vos 2011). In the presence of a fluid genome, the question is then which percentage of genes should be native to a genome to be able to define a species and how can we identify them.

An additional potential source of bias in the phylogenomics of microbes is due to the heterogeneity of evolutionary rates and differences in base composition biases among species in large data sets. Although present in any large group of organisms, this issue is particularly severe in microbes due to the large difference in G+C content. The constraints in evolutionary mechanisms imposed by compositional biases have been considered the culprit of some controversial phylogenetic placements, such as that of hyperthermophilic lineages at the base of the bacterial tree (Gribaldo and Philippe 2002). A similar situation is present in eukaryotic microbes, namely in the Plasmodium group (Apicomplexa) in which variable base compositions (G+C ~25% to ~45%) and amino acid usages are responsible for phylogenomic conflicts (Davalos and Perkins 2008). Overall, HGT, recombination, base composition bias, and other factors are now recognized to be major influences on microbial phylogenomics over both (evolutionary) time and (genome) space dimensions (Ciccarelli et al. 2006; Philippe et al. 2011).

Sequence Alignment as a Source of Bias
In the above discussion, we assumed that all the sequences were homologous, with site homology across sequences known without error. Except for closely related sequences, this assumption is rarely met. The assembly of phylogenomic data sets requires a multiple sequence alignment, and all commonly used multiple sequence alignment algorithms use a guide tree and yield data sets containing gaps that are needed to maximize site homologies (Kumar and Filipski 2007; Notredame 2007; Lunter et al. 2008; Rosenberg 2009). The choice of a guide tree and the handling of gaps during analysis are known to introduce problems in phylogenomics. Many studies have already found the effect of the presence of large amounts of indels in alignments to be substantial in inferring phylogenies accurately (e.g., Wiens 2006; Hartmann and Vision 2008; Löytynoja and Goldman 2008).

Highly supported but contradictory phylogenies can be produced when using implicit guide trees in the alignment of very long raw sequences. In a four-species example, the guide tree phylogeny becomes the inferred phylogeny when the number of sites is large. In data sets such as these, the variance of estimates of evolutionary parameters becomes vanishingly small with increasing sequence length. However, the alignment bias caused by errors in the guide tree will affect each position aligned, and it will not diminish with increasing sequence length (Kumar and Filipski 2007). Joint alignment and phylogeny estimation methods
are another promising approach, but it is not yet clear what their general properties may be in terms of bias and extensibility (Fleissner et al. 2005; Lunter et al. 2005; Redelings and Suchard 2005; Novačk et al. 2008).

Genome-scale alignments for phylogenetic inference are usually generated by aligning individual segments of the genome and assembling them into a full alignment. This process is expected to adversely impact the total phylogenetic information, especially for short branches in the true tree. This is because the process of carrying out an independent multiple sequence alignment for each segment implicitly leads to the use of segment-specific guide trees in contemporary alignment programs. These guide tree topologies will differ significantly from the true tree and from each other, which would introduce conflicting signals in different segment alignments as the site homologies are optimized using the guide tree. To expose this effect, we simply realigned 992 homologous segments from 33 mammalian species separately using the MUSCLE software such that segment-specific guide trees (y axis in fig. 5). Although the external branches are estimated well for the original tree in the segment-specific alignments (fig. 5A), many internal branches are underestimated considerably due to guide-tree effect (fig. 5B). For example, a vast majority (>90%) of segment-specific alignments produce negative branch length for the original tree (fig. 5B, examples I1 and I2). These realities of practical data analyses are another source of bias in deciphering the branching order of hard-to-resolve parts of the tree of life.

**Conclusions**

Statistics has brought rigor to scientific investigation, and the concept of null hypothesis testing has been important in differentiating chance patterns from meaningful events in biology. However, the interpretation of and reliance on formal statistical significance in the field of phylogenomics comes with many challenges. We have discussed some of these challenges when phylogenetics is used in the identification of signatures of adaptive change, deciphering evolutionary dynamics of multigene families, and inferring species history. These discussions are not meant to distract from the mathematical correctness of the statistical methods nor their successful application in molecular evolution. Rather, our discussions highlight how the inferences can...
easily be misleading when the assumptions made by the methods are violated. The presence of any bias, however small, can lead to high statistical significance due to the extremely large genomic samples available to infer phylogenetic trees and estimate substitution and evolutionary parameters. Such biases arise because the fundamental assumption of independently and identically distributed data is not met in empirical genome-scale data sets. Furthermore, the impossibility of perfectly describing any biological process using mathematical models inevitably introduces bias. All models are wrong in some sense but that does not preclude some from being useful (Box and Draper 1987). The hard work is distinguishing the useful models from the misleading ones.

In our view, robustness of observed patterns across methods and data will become increasingly important in phylogenomics. In addition to the inference of species history, it will also hold true for the case of multigene phylogenetics and codon-based tests of adaptive evolution, where the universe of data (sites) is constrained by biological reality. Even though sources of many biases are known, their identification and measurement in particular cases are difficult due to the frequent requirement of knowledge of the evolutionary history of the sequences in question. For this reason, a greater emphasis needs to be placed on effect size when drawing biological conclusions. Furthermore, in order to proceed in understanding genomic biology, we must find ways to deal with the fact that we are now beginning to exhaust certain kinds of available data. To continue, we must, therefore, develop improved methods, devise more sophisticated models, and identify further sources of data that can supply different perspectives on the basic evolutionary questions of phylogeny and selection. Although we have focused on potential bias and modeling pitfalls and cautioned about statistical overconfidence, we do not see these things as intrinsic weaknesses, and we believe that the field of phylogenomics is poised to have great impact on the progress of both evolutionary science and modern medicine.
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